
Coworking & fitness: new rent24 space opening
in Berlin

Potsdamer Straße 188

BERLIN, GERMANY, November 1, 2017
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Coworking &
fitness: new rent24 space opening in
Berlin

In November 2017 one of the leading
German coworking and coliving
providers, rent24 will be opening its third
coworking space in Berlin. On Potsdamer
Straße 188 new workstations will emerge
in an open space as well as single
offices, plus communal conference,
kitchen and lounge areas. A special
highlight of the new location: the sport
studio of rent24’s own brand ‘Grind &
Flow’ led by professional athlete Ulrike
Glo_ckner.

The new coworking space at Kleistpark is set only a few minutes’ walk from the coworking and
coliving campus on Potsdamer Straße 182. ‘Due to the high demand at this attractive location
between West and East it became the logical conclusion for us to expand the offer for more
workspace’, says Robert Bukvic, founder and CEO of the rent24 GmbH. ‘With Grind & Flow we now
offer an all-inclusive package to our members at this site.’ In total, rent24 operates more than 6,000
square metres on Potsdamer Straße.

The rent24 offer is not only directed to start-ups, freelancers and founders but equally to established
companies and corporate groups. As is the case at the other sites, they can expect the creative
rent24 design with its own character at Potsdamer Straße 188. In addition, the rent24 team takes care
of the personal well-being of the community, among other things by means of joint breakfasts to
create a pleasant setting for getting to know each other and informal exchanges.

Community through sports

As part of the rent24 concept, the design of the studio is also special, as it reminds you of New York
or London urban chic. ‘At Grind & Flow besides the diverse offer of sports, especially the idea of a
community is in the foreground, because the workout is tough and you reach your limits,’ explains
Managing Director Ulrike Glo_ckner. The offer reaches from functional fitness classes to Yoga. ‘A
work-out becomes a lot more bearable in a community and you get to experience success together -
that binds people.’ That is another reason why the concept fits perfectly to rent24’s guiding principle -
becoming successful with and by means of the community.

About rent24

http://www.einpresswire.com


Apart from flexible and efficient workplaces, rent24 also offers overnight accommodation possibilities
in its own micro apartments, as well as opportunities for networking with like-minded people. From the
start-up entrepreneur working alone to established companies with large teams, rent24 offers all the
advantages of a sharing economy community. For further information see www.rent24.com.
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